
  
  

Union Home Minister released the Report Card of M.P. 
Why is News?

On August 20, 2023, Union Home and Cooperation Minister Amit Shah released the report card
(2003-2023) of Madhya Pradesh at the Garib Kalyan Mahaabhiyan at Kushabhau Convention Centre in
Bhopal.

Key Points:

A film focusing on development dimensions of Madhya Pradesh was screened on the occasion of
presenting a report card of the development work done in Madhya Pradesh in two decades
(2003-2023) under the Garib Kalyan Maha Abhiyan.
A short film on the remarkable work and achievements of the Central Government in the last 9
years was also screened. Also, a song based on poor welfare schemes was launched.
Subject-wise mention of achievements of Madhya Pradesh by Union Minister Amit Shah-
If 10 percent of the population in the country has come out of the cycle of poverty in the last ten
years, then Madhya Pradesh has contributed the most.
The budget size of Madhya Pradesh was Rs 23,100 crore in 2002. Now it is more than 3 lakh 14
thousand crore rupees.
The budget for education in Madhya Pradesh has increased from Rs 2556 crore to Rs 38 thousand
crore.
In Madhya Pradesh, the health budget was only Rs 580 crore during the previous government,
which is now Rs 16,000 crore. It does not include the Ayushman Bharat scheme.
Only Rs 844 crore was spent in the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan, now about 7 thousand crore rupees are
being spent.
There has also been an increase in the budget on the welfare of Scheduled Castes, Scheduled
Tribes and Backward Classes. Earlier, an amount of Rs 1056 crore was spent, now Rs 64 thousand
390 crore is being spent.
Only Rs 844 crore was spent in the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan, now about 7 thousand crore rupees are
being spent.
The per capita income in Madhya Pradesh was Rs 11,700 earlier, which has now increased to Rs
1,40,000.
In the MSME sector, 4 thousand 299 industries were registered throughout the year. Now their
number is 3 lakh 61 thousand.
Important work has been done in road construction. Earlier there were only 60,000 kilometers of
roads. Now there are more than 5 lakh 10 thousand kilometers of roads in the state, which is more
than eight times. The length of NH roads increased from 4800 to 13 thousand kilometers.
The agricultural growth rate in the agriculture sector has increased six and a half times. Wheat
procurement has increased from 4 lakh 38 thousand metric tonnes to 70 lakh 96 thousand metric
tons and paddy procurement has increased from 0.95 thousand metric tons to 46 lakh 30 thousand
metric tons. More than 90 lakh farmers have been given benefits of more than Rs 19,000 crore in
the state.
In Madhya Pradesh, only 52 lakh families used to get the benefit of free ration distribution, which is
being given to about 1.25 crore people.
The number of medical colleges in the state has increased from 4 to 24. Medical seats were 620,
which is now more than 4 thousand.
Eklavya residential model schools were not there at all. Their number is now 63. The number of ITIs



has increased from 159 to 1514.
Due to the construction of roads in the tourism sector, the number of tourists has increased. At one
time only 64 lakh tourists used to come annually, now their number has increased to 9 crore.
Airport development and terminal construction works are being carried out in three cities of the
state - Rewa, Gwalior and Jabalpur. Indore has been included in the Delhi-Mumbai corridor. Metro
rail projects are being implemented in Indore and Bhopal.
The energy potential of the state is more than 29 thousand MW. More than 47 lakh hectarearea is
being irrigated due to the expansion of irrigation means.
More than 46 lakh girls have been benefited in the state by connecting them with 'Ladli Laxmi
Yojana' and more than 53 lakh sisters have been linked to self-help groups.
In the interest of tribal society, a museum is being set up in the state to implement pesa law and
show tribal culture.
Madhya Pradesh has become a favorite destination for industrial investment.
A power generation unit is being started at Omkareshwar in Khandwa district at a cost of Rs 2400
crore.
An initiative has been taken to construct an international cricket stadium in the state.
The economic growth rate of the state is more than 16 percent.
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